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Spatial differentiation of Brønsted acid sites by
probe molecule in zeolite USY using synchrotron
X-ray powder diffraction†

Lin Ye, Ivo Teixeira, Benedict T. W. Lo, Pu Zhao and S. C. Edman Tsang *

By combining synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction, Rietveld

refinement and the use of a probe molecule, Brønsted Acid Sites

(BAS) of different strengths in steam-treated USY zeolite can be for

the first time spatially differentiated: this enables the analysis of

different acid-catalysed reactions of dimethylfuran (biomass) by the

zeolite using a definitive site blockage strategy.

Acid–base reactions form the primary basis of zeolite catalysis.1

A wide range of porous zeolitic structures with and without
modification have been widely used as microporous catalysts in
industry for fuels processing and chemicals manufacture.2,3

Typically, the acidity and basicity of structurally more robust
zeolite Y have been extensively characterized.3,4 The crystal
structure of zeolite Y is generated by connecting sodalite units
(sodalite cage with a 2.6 Å window) via hexagonal prisms which
forms the empty cavities (supercage with a 7.6 Å window).
In general, the catalytically active sites of zeolite Y are the
Brønsted acid sites (BAS), which are created through the sub-
stitution of silicon (tetravalent) by aluminum (trivalent) in the
zeolite Y framework with an acidic proton associated with the
bridging oxygen atom of Al–O–Si for charge compensation.5

A mild steaming treatment is used to improve the hydrothermal
stability of the proton formed zeolite Y as the ultra-stable zeolite
HY (USY).6–8 During the steaming treatment, part of framework
Al3+ was found leaching into the extra-framework positions.9

Corma et al. attributed the extra-framework Al3+ species to
the rise of some stronger BAS.10 Mirodatos et al. suggested the
superacid sites in dealuminated zeolites resulted from the
interactions between protonic sites and extra-framework oxo-
aluminium deposited in the zeolite pores.11 On the other hand,
using combined in situ X-ray techniques, Bokhoven et al. con-
cluded some extra-framework Al3+ species took residence inside

the sodalite cage, which could affect the BAS.12 By combining
detailed solid-state NMR studies and theoretical calculations,
Deng et al. considered a range of possible oxoaluminium ions
and neutral extra-framework species influencing the BAS: some
prefer to stay in the supercage, but some occupy the sodalite
cages.13 However, the direct correlation between a particular
extra-framework Al3+ species and the enhanced BAS cannot be
unambiguously assigned due to the limitations of the spatial
resolution of the technique. In contrast, there are also some
reports claiming that the extra-framework Al3+ species only act
as spectators, which would not alter the strength of BAS.14,15 The
contradictory views arise mainly from the lack of advance
characterization tools to link BAS acidity measurement with
structure in 3-D local and global atomic arrangements. Practi-
cally, acidity measurement is commonly done with temperature
programmed desorption (TPD) of basic probe molecules such as
ammonia, pyridine or TMP. However, the deconvolution of
generally complex desorption peaks to differentiate strength
and quantity of BAS sites is frequently challenging. More impor-
tantly, although some spectroscopic techniques can be used to
identify the nature of acidic sites, they cannot generate the spatial
information of the acidic sites without controversy.10,11,13 This
posts huge difficulties to carry out rational analysis of BAS to
correlate important specific catalytic reactions taken place in
zeolites with confidence, let alone the exciting site engineering.
For example, biomass derived furans can be catalyzed by BAS into
valuable aromatic products by a Diels–Alder cycloaddition with
ethylene over zeolite.16 However, some BAS in the zeolite can also
accelerate the side reactions of 2,5-dimethylfuran (DMF) hydro-
lysis into ketones (Fig. S4, ESI†). No rational differentiation of
these BAS in zeolites is yet achieved.

Recently, we and others have shown that high-resolution
synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRD) allows the elucidation
of organic/inorganic adsorbate structure in zeolites and MOFs.17–19

Combined with Rietveld refinement, the atomic spatial informa-
tion and the local bonding interaction between organic adsorbate
and zeolite acid site can be visualized at the same time, which
could not be provided by most spectroscopies (IR, Raman, NMR)
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and thermal methods (TPD, TGA). In this work, the spatial
distribution and the acidic strength of BAS in dealuminated
USY500 and USY15, of different Si/Al ratios are investigated by
using SXRD in combination with the basic pyridine probe
molecule. For the first time, a four coordinated (CN) extra-
framework Al3+ is identified in the sodalite cage of USY15. It
directly polarizes the surrounding BAS oxygen atoms in the first
coordination sphere pointing towards the supercage. This leads
to enhanced BAS strength (longer distance with the adsorbed
pyridinium ion in the pore). On the other hand, USY500 shows
only weak BAS, giving corresponding shorter distance with
pyridine of more covalent character. By adopting a strategy of
partially/totally blockage of the BAS of different acid strengths
with K+, the products distribution can clearly reflect that Diels–
Alder cycloaddition is catalysed by the strong acid sites while
the hydrolysis of furan takes place over the weak acid sites.

USY500 (Si/Al = 325) and USY15 (Si/Al = 7.3) were obtained
from TOSOH. 27Al MAS NMR can provide the local information
about the Al distribution and coordination in zeolites.12,20,21

Fig. 1a and b show the 27Al MAS NMR spectra of USY500 and
USY15. There is only one peak appearing at 62.8 ppm in the
spectrum of USY500 (Fig. 1a). It belongs to the 4-CN framework
Al3+ species (framework BAS).21 Due to the low Al concentration
of USY500, the signal-to-noise ratio of the 27Al NMR spectrum is
poor (Fig. 1a). On the other hand, two well-defined peaks at
62.3 ppm and 1.2 ppm corresponding to 4-CN framework
Al3+ species (framework BAS) and 6-CN extra-framework Al3+

respectively can be clearly seen in the spectrum of USY15
(Fig. 1b). An additional peak at 32.3 ppm can also be detected
corresponding to the distorted 4 or 5-CN Al3+ species.21 Peak
deconvolution in Fig. 1b shows that around 39% of Al3+ are
4-CN framework species, 13% are distorted 4,5-CN species and
48% are the 6-CN extra-framework Al3+ species in USY15.
According to ICP analysis, there are 23 Al atoms in each
USY15 unit cell, therefore it corresponds to 9 4-CN framework
Al3+, 3 distorted 4,5-CN Al3+ and 11 6-CN extra-framework Al3+

per unit cell. In contrast, there is only 0.6 4-CN framework Al3+

per unit cell in USY500.

It is thus evident that there are at least two types of extra-
framework Al3+ species in USY15 along with the observed
framework BAS, whereas there is only the framework BAS detected
in USY500 by 27Al NMR analysis. 31P NMR with trimethyl-
phosphine oxide (TMPO) was also applied to characterize the
acidic nature of USY500 and USY15.22 Because of the low Al3+

concentration in USY500, 31P NMR spectrum (Fig. 1c) mainly
shows a peak due to the TMPO physisorption (41.7 ppm).
However, the deconvolution of the spectrum of TMPO adsorbed
USY15 (Fig. 1d) clearly indicates resolved peaks are from TMPO-
Lewis acid 6-CN extra-framework adduct (39.3 ppm), TMPO
physisorption (41.9 ppm) and two TMPO-BAS adducts at
54.1 ppm and 65.3 ppm, respectively. In other words, USY15
again shows two types of BAS, a relatively weak framework BAS
(54.1 ppm, relates to the 4-CN framework Al3+) and a strong BAS
(65.3 ppm, relates to the 4-CN extra-framework Al3+) with the
ratio 2.4 : 1 (versus ca. 3.0 : 1 derived from 27Al NMR). USY15 also
has the characteristic Lewis acid sites (39 ppm) of the 6-CN
extra-framework Al3+ species.

This observation matches with the previous characterization13,23

that two BAS with the signals at 5.0 and 4.3 ppm in 1H NMR were
noted from the steam-treated HY zeolite. HY has a highly
symmetric structure with one spatial statistical T site. When Al
substitutes Si, the BAS should generate only one type of acidic
strength. However, USY15 (HY15 after steam treatment) at the
high Al/Si ratio clearly displays two types of BAS acidic strengths,
which hints the dealuminated Al3+ in proximity somehow enhances
the acidic strength of BAS, confirming the previous findings
from Bokhoven, Deng, and other researchers.10,12,13,24 However,
as discussed, no direct correlation between this encapsulated
Al3+ in the sodalite cage and the exposed BAS site and adsorbate
in the supercage can be undisputedly elucidated due to the
spatial limitations of the spectroscopic techniques.

As a result, synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRD)
was employed in this work. The SXRD patterns of USY500
(Fig. S3a, ESI†) and USY15 (Fig. S3b, ESI†) were fitted by the
Rietveld method using TOPAS software (Bruker AXS, version 5),
see details in the Section S3 (ESI†). Both refinements started from
the zeolite Y (purely siliceous) crystal structure.25 The acceptable
R-factors, Rwp 8.916% and 9.561% and low thermal factors clearly
show the high quality and accuracy of the refinement. In Fig. S3c
(ESI†), no extra-framework Al3+ species exists in USY500, which is
consistent with the 27Al NMR result. On the contrary, extra-
framework Al3+ can be found in the sodalite cages of USY15 with
2.17(11) Al3+ per unit cell. Rietveld refinement has also been
applied to locate the adsorbed pyridine molecules with respect
to the positions of the BAS. Their inter-atomic distances may
reflect the nature and strength of the acid site adducts.17 The
SXRD refined patterns of pyridine-adsorbed USY500 (Fig. 2a) and
USY15 (Fig. 2b) in typical zoom region of 20–551 2y illustrate
the high quality of the refinements within acceptable errors
(see ESI† Section S3). The refined structure of USY500 shows
only one pyridine site (Py1) located in supercage, interacting
with the framework O4 (BAS) with the shortest distance of
2.66(1) Å NPy–Oframework (Fig. 2c). It is noted that this O4 atom is
a part of the vertex of a sodalite cage exposed to the supercage

Fig. 1 27Al MAS NMR spectra of (a) USY500 and (b) USY15, 31P MAS NMR
spectra and the deconvolution curves of (trimethylphosphine oxide) TMPO
adsorbed on (c) USY500 and (d) USY15.
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whereas no encapsulated pyridine is found inside the sodalite,
presumably due to its large dynamic size (4.9 Å). Due to the
low electron density of H atoms, it is impossible to locate
them directly. However, the lone pair electrons of nitrogen in
pyridine probe molecule in the supercage can act as a Brønsted
base to bind with the proton of the BAS (Al–O(H)–Si) of the
sodalite cage to form a PyH+ species. This interaction with
Al–O�–Si can be either electrostatic or covalent depending on
the strength of the BAS. Additionally, there are 0.59(1) pyridine
per unit cell in USY500. This is calculated from the site
occupancy and symmetry multiplicity of Py1 obtained by the
refinement. This corresponds excellently to 0.6 framework Al3+

per unit cell evaluated by the 27Al MAS NMR.
Interestingly, the refined structure of pyridine-adsorbed

USY15 shows an additional distorted 4-CN extra-framework Al3+

site in a sodalite cage that is normally unoccupied. In addition,
there are also two distinctive pyridine sites in the supercage
(Fig. 2d), see detailed refinement procedure in ESI† Section S3.

In fact, Al3+ and Al(OH)2+ have been used for the refinement, as
these two species could theoretically pass through the window of
the sodalite cage. It is found that Al3+ gives better SXRD fitted than
Al(OH)2+. Al3+ gives a significant lower Rwp value. This encapsu-
lated Al3+ appears to bind with the two O3 and O4 in the first
coordination sphere of the sodalite cage, as shown Fig. 2d. Two
pyridine sites are found closest to the framework O4 atoms
(sodalite cages with and without encapsulated Al3+) in the
12-membered ring. The measured distances of NPy1–O4 and
NPy2–O4 are 2.73(1) Å and 3.21(2) Å, respectively. The Py1 site
position and NPy1–O4 distance (2.73(1) Å) in USY15 without
Al3+-sodalite are the same as the Py1 site in USY500, which
means this weaker Brønsted acid site is the typical BAS from the
Al substituted the framework Si site.

Notice that the new Py2 site with a longer NPy2–O4 distance
(3.21(2) Å) of stronger Brønsted acidity is clearly structurally
linked to the extra-framework Al3+ through the first coordinated
BAS O4 at the interface between Al3+-sodalite and supercage. It is
conceivable from the corresponding observed atomic arrangement
that the additional Lewis acidity of the extra-framework Al3+ inside
the sodalite cage is expected to polarize its nearby BAS O4 at the
vertex, leading to the higher propensity for proton to be released to
pyridine from this strong BAS. Accordingly, the decrease in
covalency between O4(H) with the increase in electrostatic inter-
action render the O4�� � �Py2H+ longer than NPy1–O4. Although we
cannot rule out the existence of other disordered oxoaluminium
ions or neutral species deposited in close proximity to O4,
influencing this BAS position, the comparable amount of Py2
(2.13(4) per unit cell) and the extra-framework Al3+ in sodalite cage
(2.17(11) per unit cell) evaluated by the refinement reveals the
direct structural link to the enhanced BAS acidity.

The use of Lewis acid species to increase Brønsted acidity
is well-demonstrated in a number of homogeneous super-
acid systems such like AlCl3–HCl and SbF5–HF,26,27 but is still
debatable over solid zeolite systems. We believe this direct
observation of the acid–base adduct between pyridine probe
and BAS O4 modified by the encapsulated Lewis acid Al3+ in
sodalite cage can be evident to support such preposition in the
literature that has not been obtained by other techniques.

As it is evident that USY15 gives an additional stronger BAS
when compare with USY500, strategic sites blockage in selective
manner may allow the rational tailoring of specific BAS for
zeolitic catalysis. Typical BAS dependent reactions such as the
catalytic conversion of 2,5-dimethylfuran (DMF) into aromatics
by Diels–Alder cycloaddition with ethylene, in situ generated
by dehydration of ethanol was therefore studied.16 This desir-
able reaction involves the DMF cycloaddition, followed by the
oxa-norbornene dehydration into xylene over BAS sites in the
USY. Previous work has shown the bicyclo norbornene dehydra-
tion is the rate limiting step at low BAS concentration.

However, some BAS can also catalyze the hydrolysis of DMF
into 2,5-hexanedione (Fig. S4, ESI†), which can be further
converted to a range of ketones as side products.27 It is
interesting to find that our zeolites show quite different
kinetics for the DMF conversion (Fig. S5, ESI†): the USY15
shows a reaction rate of 0.073 mol gcat

�1 h�1, while the USY500

Fig. 2 SXRD diffraction patterns and Rietveld refinement data of (a)
USY500 and (b) USY15 after pyridine adsorption. The 20–551 2y region is
zoomed into illustrate the quality of the refinement. The structures of (c)
USY500 and (d) USY15 with stick models without symmetrically appearing
4-CN extra-framework Al3+ species and pyridine. Grey represents the
USY; blue ball represents Al (4-CN extra-framework Al3+ species); green
represents N of pyridine, black represents C of pyridine.
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shows a much slower rate (0.012 mol gcat
�1 h�1). This differ-

ence is anticipated, since the zeolite USY15 (2.13 strong BAS
and 5.11 weak BAS per unit cell, giving a total BAS concen-
tration of 0.63 mmol g�1) has a higher concentration of BAS
than the USY500 (0.6 weak BAS per unit cell giving a BAS
concentration of 0.052 mmol g�1, see Table S6, ESI†). This
agrees with the previous observation of the BAS concentration
dependent rate for this reaction.28

However, the product distributions are also drastically dif-
ferent: zeolite USY15 shows a clear trend to promote aromatic
products, while USY500 favours ketones formation (Fig. 3),
mainly the formation of the 2,5-hexanedione (41.2%). The
presence of strong BAS in USY15 associated with encapsulated
extra-framework Al3+ in sodalite cages may facilitate the proto-
nation for the higher energetic C–O bond cleavages in the ether
activation to dehydrate the oxa-norbornene into xylene,
accounting for higher aromatic selectivity. In order to ascertain
the major role(s) of the strong and weak BAS, a site blockage
strategy was implemented. Two USY15 samples were prepared
by the partial (blocking the strong BAS of the extra-framework
Al3+) and total replacement of the Brønsted acidic protons
(blocking all BAS protons) by K+. The crystallographic evidence
(see ESI† Sections S5.1 and S5.2) confirms the ultra-specificity
for strong BAS blockage by K+ in the partial BAS replaced
sample. The partial exchanged USY15 shows a higher conver-
sion (47.3%) and higher reaction rate (0.06 mol gcat

�1 h�1) than
that of USY500 as it still contains higher quantity of weak BAS.
Interestingly, the product distribution shifts to ketones (77.2%)
since the breakage of two strong C–O bonds in the bridge ether
intermediate cannot be overcome by the weak BAS which only
favours hydrolysis reactions that require lower activation
energy. As expected, the sample with the complete exchange
of protons with K+ shows a low activity, favouring the ketones
formation.

In summary, synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction combined
with probe molecule could act as a new tool to enable a rational
but simple site blockage strategy in a quantitative manner to
interrogate and optimize complex reactions catalysed by zeolites,
leading to superior catalytic performances.
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